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Freight costs of European companies soaring
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■ The costs of shipping goods from China to Europe by water have hit unprecedented highs recently. Since the
start of November 2020, the Freightos Baltic Index for this route more than tripled by surging from about USD
2,100 to USD 7,800 at the end of last week. In comparison, the recent strengthening of the EUR-USD exchange
rate by a couple of percent has literally been only a drop in the “ocean” for European companies.

■ The Freightos Baltic indices summarize freight costs of so-called 40 containers which equal forty-foot equivalent
units and are available for different routes. In contrast to goods coming from China, the costs of shipping goods
from Europe to China have been steady.

■ We think that there are two major reasons behind the latest surge in freight costs. And both are related to the
pandemic and the second lockdown in Europe. First, demand of medical goods produced in China have been
strongly rising. Second, and probably more important, consumers have been “reallocating” their demand even
further. Instead of going to restaurants and traveling, they have been demanding more durable goods such as
electronic equipment, furniture, etc. to have a nice home. And many of these (input) goods are produced in China.

■ What are the macro implications for Europe? One could think of the effects for consumers, companies’ supply
chains and inflation. The good news is that consumers obviously do not bury their heads in the sand despite the
difficult situation, as they keep on buying, at least to some part. The bad news have not materialized yet.
Despite soaring freight costs and the renewed lockdown, business sentiment among eurozone manufacturers
(PMI) has declined only marginally in January.
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■ Is a boomerang underway in the form of higher inflation for European consumers? China’s share was about
20% of extra-EU imports in 2019 (latest available figure). For illustration, if one assumes that transport costs
make, say, 5% of total costs, European import prices could rise by 2-3%.1 However, this calculation only applies
if shipping costs remain at the current high level over a longer period of time. And then there is still the question
of whether and to which extent companies can pass on higher prices to consumers. As of today, only a
moderate cost-push to consumer price inflation seems likely. But the pattern certainly needs to be closely
monitored.
Dr. Andreas Rees, Chief German Economist (UniCredit Bank, Frankfurt)
+49 69 2717-2074
andreas.rees@unicredit.de

1

UNCTAD estimated that freight costs were nearly 7% of the value of imports for developed countries between 2005 and 2014. For developing countries, it was
roughly 10%; see UNCTAD (2015), Review of Maritime Transport, p. 55.
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